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ABSTRACT 

Concentrations of fourteen trace elements were determined by the 
Association of Official Analytical Chemists Methods, in some commercial infant 
formulas, weaning food, and breakfast foods samples, collected from different 
supermarkets and pharmacies in Cairo. Egypt from 2007 to 2008. The average 
concentrations of the macro, micro and heavy metals, detected in samples on the 
basis of dry weight. were 0.67 mg kg-' for cadmium, 1.84 mg kg-' for chromium, 8.21 
mg Kg-' for copper, 33.86 mg ~ g - '  for Zinc, 15.5' mg Kg-' for Aluminum, 112.14 rng 
Kg " for Iron, 0.047 mg Kg -' for silver. 0.0 mg Kg " for mercury and arsenic, 0.22 mg 
K ~ - '  for tin, 0.03 mg kg-' for lead. 18.09 mg Kg -' for manganese, 0.89 nig K ~ "  for 
nickel and 0.068 for sodium. 

The results demonstrated that low concentrations of most of heavy metals 
were found in baby foods and breakfast foods samples under investigation. The levels 
of lead and arsenic were within acceptable levels for infants consumption as 
recommended by the Egyptian Standards, while copper concentrations were within 
the maximum residual levels recommended. The mean lead concentration was 0.032 
mg kg-' slightly higher than the limit of lead in infant formulas of EC Regulation (0.02 
mg kg-'). 

The effect of dry yeast on the concentrations of heavy metals for examined 
infants formulas were studied. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Heavy or toxic metals are trace metals with a density at least five 
times that of water. As such they are stable elements (meaning they cannot 
be metabolized by the body) and bio- accumulative (passed up the food chain 
to humans). These include: mercury, nickel, lead arsenic cadmium, 
aluminum, platinum and copper. Heavy metals have no function in the body 
and can be highly toxic. (Bratter and Schramel. 1983). 

The danger posed to human health by this form of contamination 
comes mainly from food and stems from the ability of this element to enter 
the natural alimentary chams, to accumulate in progressively larger quantities 
at each trophic stage, and to reach highly toxic concentrations in the tissues 
of organisms that play a role in the human diet (Purves, 1985). 

Toxic heavy metals, such as mercury, cadmium and lead, are 
associated with many serious diseases and health problems. Cancer, heart 
disease, cardiovascular problems, birth defects, skin disorders, nervolis 
system related numbness, and mental and neurological disorders represent 
only a few of the health problems associated with toxic heavy metal 






















